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S T U N T  R E C O R D S

‘WAITING FOR THE GOOD TIMES’:
Alice Carreri (voc), Søren Siegumfeldt (sax), Jacob Fischer, Regin Fuhlendorff (g), Eva Skipper (b), + Kasper Tranberg (tp), Peter 

Fuglsang (cl), Ole ”Fessor” Lindgreen (tb), Emir Bosnjak (acc, ), Henrik Gunde (p), Bent Clausen (vib), Erik Laustsen (d) m.fl.

String Swing 
‘Waiting For The Good Times’

New sensational album!

WAITING FOR THE GOOD TIMES – the new CD with Søren Siegumfeldt’s STRING SWING is out now!

Originally inspired by the Django Reinhardt tradition, Swing String has an updated tongue-in-cheek 
approach with a twinkle in the eye and room for refreshing whims.
Each song is contained in its own little world to be explored as you please. As always, String Swing will 
charm you off your feet. This recording gives birth to a new style: Campfire jazz! They make jazz to hum 
along with, songs that deal with modern, relevant topics in a wonderfully unpretentious musical setting 
which refuses to conform.

Alice Carreri’s deep, seductive voice gives life to each song. A wild and fascinating talent, one is compelled 
to follow every word she sings. Her obvious inspirations include Billie Holiday, Björk and Amy Winehouse, 
but she is a unique and rare talent in her own right. Although her vocal spans a wide variety of emotions, 
it always rings true.

STRING SWING’s rich rhythm section features JACOB FISCHER and REGIN FUHLENDORF (guitars), EVA 
SKIPPER (bass) and on several tunes the viscous ERIK LAUSTEN (drums). As always, the original solos 
are played by JACOB FISCHER and SØREN SIEGUMFELDT (sax), but this album also features a string of 
international musicians: German STEFFEN SCHORN (baritone sax and Tubax, which is a contrabass sax), 
Bosnian accordion virtuoso EMIR BOSNJAK, and Danish musicians: HENRIK GUNDE (piano), “FESSOR” 
LINDGREEN (trombone), BENT CLAUSEN (vibraphone), KASPER TRANBERG (trumpet) and PETER FUGLSANG 
(clarinet).

STRING SWING’s new line-up has inspired the group to make a few surprising repertoire changes. Quite a 
few of the tunes – including BOB DYLAN’s “Things Have Changed” and Siegumfeldt’s “Pool and Darts” – 
could easily become solid radio hits.

STRING SWING won Danish Grammys for their first two albums RED SHOES (2001) and BLUE HAT (2004) 
both on STUNT RECORDS. Charming and thoroughly musical STRING SWING are back!
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